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OUR COVERAGE

Intelligence coverage - worldwide

Research coverage - worldwide

Investigations coverage - worldwide

OUR MOTTO 
   

CREDIBILITY

INTEGRITY

TRANSPARENCY

OUR JOB

We collect INTELLIGENCE (manually)

We INVESTIGATE (with integrity)

We RESEARCH (anything)

We PROTECT  
(you - your company –  

your products – your customers)

OUR COMPANIES

A B O U T  U S

Staff located in Thailand, Australia,  
Hong Kong, China, the Philippines

Dan Murdoch Risk Services (Thailand) Co. Ltd.

Dan Murdoch Risk Services (Australia) Pty. Ltd.



Every company big and small no matter 
what product you make or service you 
supply has a ‘duty of care’ to protect 
their customers from any ill adventure 
or harm arising out of or from their 
products or services. 

This is even more important if the 
company makes a product which is 
actually consumed. Medicine and food 
items for example.

There is an art to this protection, the 
company can just react to complaints 
from customers and then try to fix the 
problem or they can be proactive and 
seek out risks that may arise before they 
actually happen.

You have to move to  
a proactive stance.

Intelligence gathering and monitoring 
of your products or services constantly 
to identify these risks is the only way to 
protect your corporate integrity and take 
care of your customers.

Another thing, good intelligence 
protects your company in case the 
worse event occurs such as a class 
action. If a lawyer asks you “what has 
your company done to protect your 

customers from consuming counterfeit 
medicine?” If your answer is “Nothing” 
or “We always react to complaints 
immediately” Then you are in legal and 
financial trouble.

Companies need good intelligence and 
a cyber spotlight on their products. It is 
simple mathematics and the return on 
investment (ROI) for companies  
is undeniable.

Intelligence Program = Product 
Spotlight + Enforcement + Consumer 
Advice = Corporate Integrity + 
Product Integrity + Consumer Safety 
= Loyal Customers + More Customers

Y O U R  R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y





Intelligence is NOT Evidence and 
it is simply NOT information. Many 
commentators, Governments and 
analysts believe that you can act on 
intelligence because it is something 
that has been proven. This is NOT 
true. Let me put it in somewhat 
comedic terms.

Information – a piece 
of data which makes you 
think a bit or ponder 
slightly.

Intelligence - a 
collection of data 
which makes you scratch 
your chin and think 
that something might  
be true.

Evidence – Facts 
that you can act on, 
prosecute or go to  
war with.

In our intelligence program we 
collect useable intelligence and 
in our investigation activities we 
collect evidence. You give us a 
piece of information and we turn it 
into intelligence and then hopefully 
give us the opportunity to develop 
the evidence.

We are trained Intelligence 
Analysts who know the fine art of 
collecting useable intelligence 
by manually attracting the sellers 
and manufacturers who offer your 
products outside of the normal 
supply chain and within the 
secondary marketplace. Put simply 
within the usually anonymous online 
environment.

While we search for these sellers 
we also setup a variety of pretext 
business facades to attract them 
to us to do business. Then the art 
comes into play in that we actually 
talk to these individuals and 
businesses to find out what they 
really have to offer.

We use objective methods linked 
with subjective thinking to collect 
useable intelligence to recommend 

to you who is doing what with your 
products and why they are doing 
it in a suspect manner. We also 
recommend in the majority of cases 
what you should do about it.

Our developed manual method of 
intelligence collection is not reliant 
on non-thinking software or so called 
‘cyber scrapers’ to give you a false 
picture of your product movement 
or risk evaluation; but is reliant on 
manually searching in all ‘nooks 
and crannies’ of cyber space and 
strategically placed ‘honey pots’ 
to attract problematic traders to 
us to actually engage, talk to and 
negotiate with.

We then collect the necessary 
intelligence on their activities 
regarding your company’s products 
and recommend to you  
the reality of the problem and what 
you should do about it to  
protect yourself.

It is as simple or as complicated as 
that. Anyway, we know how to collect 
the right intelligence that you need to 
protect you, your company and your 
customers.

I N T E L L I G E N C E



Where do you operate? Well we 
conduct investigations including 
undercover operations worldwide.

Our company structure was started 
by Mr. Dan Murdoch a well-known 
and respected ex Police Detective 
from Australia who not only worked 
in the most crime filled areas of 
the country but trained Detectives 
in such areas as intelligence 
methods, fraud investigation, search 
techniques and most importantly the 
art of interrogation; or as they say 
today interview techniques.

He brought this experience to offer 
as a unique set of services to the 
corporate world such as intelligence, 
investigations and research. Along 
with these specialist services he 
insisted on conducting investigations  
using the principles of persistence, 
ruthless pursuit of the truth and 
honesty as guidelines in all 
investigations undertaken.

His methods and uncompromising 
principles have led to convictions in 
many jurisdictions globally where his 
strict compliance to old fashioned 

Police ‘attention to detail’ has meant 
that all prosecutions have been 
successful.

DMRS conducts investigations 
originating from a reactive base 
from a client’s knowledge or from 
proactive intelligence gathered 
internally or externally. No matter the 
starting point, the same attention to 
detail is adhered to.  

All investigations no matter whether 
conducted inhouse or whether they 
are on a Case Management basis 
are recorded in real time on a secure 
login SharePoint system for the client 
to view as events occur.

Investigations are conducted in two 
broad categories.

In-house - where all enquiries 
are conducted including undercover 
taskings and evidence gathering 
internally no matter the geographical 
location.

Case Management – The 
management of cases assigned by 
the client company to other vendors 
globally but managed in our central 
system to give a uniform collection of 
evidence and a standard reporting 
to clients. The Case Management 
system also ensures that all cases 
are conducted ethically, legally and 
according to relevant statutes in the 
country of enquiry. It also protects 
the client company from problems 
associated with investigations 
undertaken in difficult countries or by 
vendors unknown to the company.

It saves the company 
money.

We usually conduct sample 
purchases in suitable jurisdictions 
as a commencement platform for 
the majority of investigative work 
undertaken to ensure the reality of 
the products’ status.

Like intelligence, investigations are 
an art form but with the added onus 
of legal purity.

I N V E S T I G A T I O N S



The internet in general is not an easy place 
to conduct research or to source data due 
to there being so many places to hide or to 
mask your identity and information. Search 
engines give you the search results that 
they want you to see, and with the rise of 
such security risk prone areas as Social 
Media and the Dark Web even searching for 
information can be a safety problem and a 
skill all of its own.

We know the internet well and how to 
penetrate the mask of what you are ‘meant 
to see’ on places like Google. 

DMRS uses our own Virtual Private Networks 
(VPN’s) to mask all identity and to research 
all areas of the web with leaving as small 
a cyber footprint as humanly possible. 
All pretext websites and hosting is done 
anonymously inhouse and DMRS can 
register domains and conduct anonymous 
hosting to facilitate research. Here are some 
of the research tools used and types of 
in-depth research undertaken in complete 
security and anonymity.

R E S E A R C H



All data we collect is displayed in real time on an online 
SharePoint platform with a secure ‘one off’ only login to 
enable access 24 hours a day - every day. The data is 
available in raw data format or visually in chart or map 
display. Recommendations are shown after they receive 
personal approval and comment by Dan Murdoch 
himself. This is to ensure strict compliance to his ethics, 
data collection methods and lateral thinking capabilities 
by your own Analyst, is adhered to.

What do we give to you – basically everything we 
get you get including all conversations we have with 
a subject during intelligence gathering, monitoring 
or investigations, raw data, images and our 
recommendations.  

So, in brief if we have it  
you have it.

DMRS has few clients and a personal relationship is the 
order of the day. Each client has their own SharePoint  
site dedicated to their at-risk products, intelligence 
collected and investigations. You can even use the built  
in Case Management system for your own internal  
company enquiries.

Let us know and we will give you a walk through.

Virtual Private Networks (VPN’s) in three 
continents. Not purchased tools but our OWN 
servers and VPN facilities.

Domain Name Registration  
We register domain names anonymously.

Web Hosting  
We host our pretext websites anonymously on our 
own servers.

Dark Web Research  
We are setup to research the dark web for activity 
and to make purchases involving activity affecting 
your company or your products.

Trade Secrets  
We monitor all activity relating to your trade secrets 
together with your research and development 
programs. e.g. early molecular development.

Pipeline Development  
Mainly relating to pharmaceuticals, we monitor 
early and late stage structures for any suspicious 
activity and potential risk factors prior to when FDA 
approvals are given for the product to be released.

Research is all about anonymity, security, 
protection and knowing where to look.

T H E  P L A T F O R M

T H E  R E S E A R C H  T O O L S
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So you ask “What is my Return on my Investment (ROI)” Put 
simply being proactive is being ‘on the front foot’ and spending 
a small amount of money to save a large amount of money.

A scenario:

Y O U R  R O I

Assumptions:

Your product is $100.00 or less.
You thankfully only have one product counterfeited.
You hopefully only lose 1% of customers.
Only 10,000 packages of counterfeits are made so you are lucky.
You only have one incident reported to you. A near impossibility.
The regulatory body does NOT do a product recall.

The Math:

5,000,000 x $100.00 = $500,000,000.00 Perceived Gross Earnings

10,000 x $100.00   = $1,000,000.00 Counterfeit sales.
50,000 x $100.00   = $5,000,000.00 Lost customers, lost revenue.

Total Loss = $6,000,000.00
Proactive Intelligence program with investigation 
<$100,000.00 = ROI of 6000%

One package is 
never manufactured.

Minimum of    counterfeit packages 
are actually somewhere in the marketplace.

You have NO spotlight on 
your product (intelligence).

You lose 1%  
of your customers  

due to concerns over  
(your company’s)  

fake medicine.

Your company globally manufactures

5,000,000 
packages of medicine worth                                

$100.00
a 28-count pack.

Then one counterfeit 
package is reported.

10,000



Well actually we are not, we just do things differently 
plus we tell you everything and give you all the data 
that we collect.

Oh, and your Analyst will use objective methods 
linked to good old fashioned subjective thinking to 
decide who may be a threat to your company and/
or products. Our data is collected manually and not 
through any automated software designed to simply 
collect all data without any thought process to decide 
the importance or otherwise of the information or a 
seller offering your product.

We actually TALK to people we suspect of dealing in 
your products or services in a businesslike manner.

So, no we are not better - simply different.

At Dan Murdoch Risk Services, we believe in our motto 
- credibility, integrity, transparency  

W H Y  A R E  W E  B E T T E R ?

credibility,  
integrity,  

transparency.

Click to close



If you make any product or offer 
any service you have to make sure 
that no one is copying your formula, 
product or ideas. Especially if the 
product that makes your company 
money is consumed by the 
customers such as pharmaceuticals. 
 
Why, well simply because it costs 
you money.

Money in the form of profits and 
possibly money in the form of legal 
action which could be taken against 
you and or your company if you 
don’t do all that you can to protect 
your customers from being tricked 
into believing that product so and so 
is actually genuine, when it is not.

I will leave you to ponder these 
few words and give you some 
definitions I have penned to help you 
understand, remember and protect 
your company and customers.

Some words from our founder  
Mr. Dan Murdoch (conventions 
and training courses 2003 to 2017)

“All companies who manufacture a 
product, particularly across borders 
and especially if that product(s) is 
consumed must have a worldwide 
spotlight on those products to 
make sure that their customers are 
not being ‘fooled by’ counterfeit 
products,  
packaging or advertising”

“In the global world of free trade 
conventions leading to  
parallel trade in all types of goods 
and eventuating in grey market 
products floating from country to 
country and being bought and 
sold due to currency fluctuations 
and opportunity; the risk grows 
enormously. The company actually 
loses site of their products from 
within their genuine supply chain. 
Then there is the high risk of 
manipulation of that product and the 
mixing of the genuine article with a 
fake one.”

“This happens all over the world on a 
daily basis.”

“Most company leaders are drafted 
from the sales and marketing arena 
because they make money for their 
company this is good however, in 
many cases these leaders focus on 
profit alone and not risk. To spend 
money, they also have to see an 
immediate profit. However, when 
confronted with risks which today 
appear to be invisible but tomorrow 
can turn into high corporate losses, 
they are sometimes at a loss to 
justify taking easy strategies which 
minimize those risks.”

“This is unfortunate because taking 
simple steps to turn a company into 
a proactive vessel from a reactive 
one is intelligent analysis of the risks 
facing their company and when they 
calculate the small cost to achieve 
that ‘spotlight on their products’ in 
the secondary marketplace they can 
then see that the ROI is extremely 
high.”

“Spending $1.00 today to save 
$1,000.00 tomorrow is smart 
leadership and a wonderful 
protective mechanism for the 
company. It is lateral thinking at its 
best”

Dan Murdoch

A  F I N A L  W O R D



Integrity – Honesty in an environment of wholesomeness  
(Dan Murdoch)

Proactive – Getting on the front foot (Dan Murdoch)

Reactive – Waiting for problems to occur (Dan Murdoch)

Corporate Integrity – What people really think 
about your company, can be lost easily (Dan Murdoch)

Secondary Marketplace – The sale of any branded 
product which is not within the company’s natural supply chain  
(Dan Murdoch)

Intelligence Program – Monitoring of a company’s  
at-risk products within the secondary marketplace to uncover 
any illicit or unusual production or trade. At the same time 
monitoring supply chain deviation and infiltration. (Dan 
Murdoch)

Engaged Intelligence – Monitoring a company’s 
at-risk products within the intelligence program by engaging 
with individuals and businesses and actually talking to them. 
(Dan Murdoch)

Parallel Trade – The trade in goods outside of the 
normal supply chain and into a country or region foreign to 
the original and intended location. Good for distributors and 
country level sellers but highly dangerous for the manufacturing 
company. (Dan Murdoch)

D E F I N I T I O N S
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H O W  T O  G E T  T O  U S

D a n  M u r d o c h  R i s k  S e r v i c e s
+ 6 6 2  6 7 6 4 9 2 0

+ 6 6 8 1  3 8 2  6 4 5 9
+ 6 1  4 2 1  8 8 2  0 8 4

GIVE US A SHOUT
www.yourintell.com/contact.html

T h a i l a n d  –  H o n g  K o n g  –  
t h e  P h i l i p p i n e s   –  C h i n a  –  A u s t r a l i a

http://www.yourintell.com/contact.html
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